
Washington, the war criminal capital of world is driving the world to nuclear war.
They could not admit own fatal failure,but hide.It is which that turn to final catastrophe. 2016/7/23

[１]:At now Symptoms indicate the World to Nuclear War.
Theresa May Says "Yes," She's Prepared to Kill Hundreds of Thousands in Nuke Attack

http://www.commondreams.org/news/2016/07/18/theresa-may-says-yes-shes-prepared-kill-hundreds-thousands-nuke-attack

6/18/ 2016

The Iron Lady - THATCHER'S WAR - THE FALKLAND ISLAND

https://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/THATCHER-S-WAR-THE-FALKLAND-ISLANDS-The-Iron-Lady

Preparing For War: Russian Citizens Stocking up on Essential Supplies

Moscow residents buying matches & salt as fears of new NATO conflict accelerate,July 20, 2016

http://www.prisonplanet.com/preparing-for-war-russian-citizens-stock-up-on-essential-supplies.html

Putin: Anthropogenic Climate Change is a Geostrategic Weapon,2015/10/30

http://www.prisonplanet.com/putin-anthropogenic-climate-change-is-a-geostrategic-weapon.html

He characterized climate change as a “fraud” used to prevent Russia from tapping its vast oil and

natural gas reserves.

http://dailycaller.com/2015/10/29/russias-putin-says-global-warming-is-a-fraud/

Energy Revolution Is Possible.. And It Would Only Take 782 Rich People To Pay For It,
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2015/11/20/energy-revolution-possible-and-it-would-only-take-782-rich-people-pay-it

Less than 800 of the world's wealthiest people could power half the world with 100 percent renewable

energy within 15 years, says forthcoming report,2015/11/20

“Washington, the War Criminal Capital of the World is Driving the World to
Nuclear War”: Paul Craig Roberts,2016/6/12
http://www.globalresearch.ca/washington-the-war-criminal-capital-of-the-world-is-driving-the-world-to-n

uclear-war-paul-craig-roberts/5535472

They are fanning the flames of World War III by repeating without question Washington’s propagandistic

lies. These lies are reckless. They endanger all life on planet Earth.

It is above mentioned matter that would cause World War III !!!.

That is,the USA-UK-Fr Elite(the nobility and the followers)has been ruling this world by
lie and deception(＝the upside down world).Once those would have disclosed to anyone in
the world(turning from false to true＝revolution),they would consider it is the time that end

them(World War III＝anti-revolution deed).

http://www.777true.net/Mutual-Assured-Destruction-Principle.pdf
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[２]:Truths hided by the Elite.
It is their abnormal obsession to the power(monopolize global wealth and highest status).

Which is too evident to be against with DEMOCRACY.This is the essential reason why they

need lie and deception.Note genuine religion had recognized this fatal political fact since

ancient times.So they has been hating the religion(persecution against Jew by NAZIS).

NAZIS was funded by American capitalists before the war.Now they reincarnated in USA.

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

⑴It is the Oil Emperor who has been operating global false flag war & terror by miliary
industry complex to hide the deadly climate toward global mass extinction.

What will climate change do to our planet?<Reality in coming climate hell>
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion can die until 2043 , if nothing is done in
time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jucelino Luz. 2015/1/16.

http://www.jucelinoluz.com/2015/01/16/global-warming-is-inevitable-and-5-billion-until-2043-may-die-i

f-nothing-is-done-in-time-and-they-are-hidden-from-worldwide-population-says-jucelino-luz/

http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-world-desperate.pdf

http://www.greenpeace.org/usa/global-warming/climate-deniers/exxons-climate-denial-history-a-timeline/

http://www.bbc.com/news/business-34750196

How to Intercept Global Extinction by People.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transition-without-confusions.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
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⑵What the holy scriptures prophesied is right<scientific validity of religion>.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

Once Goethe told Christianism was originally political revolution plan,which had turned to

be moral teach after they defeated in the trial. Jesus was the revolutionist whose death was

devotion in political struggle.

⑶Class Struggle is Right.
The Bible,Ephesians.
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places.6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.6:14 Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;6:15 And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

⑷The Wealthiest Class has been hiding “Zero Sum Theorem”.
０＝Total current asset－Total debts.

The class has been forcing sovereign debt to save own huge asset.While people would be
poor without social welfare by nation.Tax must be paid by them the wealthiest.

http://www.777true.net/Zero-Sum-Theorem.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

⑸Spiritual Wickedness in High Places.
A death is mere a becoming skull and bones,so we should do anything we want while

we are alive.............celebration song in entrancing skull and bones the secret society.

Operation ENDGAME

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” to

live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX

JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination:

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
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Revolution is more terrible terrible than defeating war !(F.Konoe Japan Emperor family).

http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm

No word could be decisive,but this one that reveals fear mind of ruler.Japan monarchy monarchy

regime was established by UK operating revolution(1968).

http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf

In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to

contribute something to solve overpopulation.

.........Prince Philpp(UK imperial).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html

Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed.
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-expo

sed/

＊Hitler's marvelous Predictions<Following is authors translation from Japanese>

Emerging new slave class of non-adult ensemble.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04

What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite

aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult

group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.And top on all of

them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading person would

be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner and outer side

of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then new European

social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .

＊The Ghost of NAZIS.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html

Eternal non-Adult Ensemble<Hitler’s prediction

:Chap5:East region become giant experimental one>.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05

All right,now I will explain you Hans,what I told you on Eternal non-Adult Ensemble is those

who could not become adult till they die..Such case never be in normal and severe

society.Thereby there would be abnormal society where children are grown up by extremely

easy way,but not sever one.In such society,children are grown up by treating like a pet,but could

not grow to be real adult even by adult age.
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Poor son would be disciplined.It is they who could bring wisdom to the world !!

<Jew merchant maxim by authors translation from Japanese>

http://www.aoiro-odawara.com/news-web/rensai/hiden.htm

Such power never be generated in those children who are on easy rail way toward stable

future.To accomplish great task can not be in ordinal easy effort. Such power comes only

from strong desire with rebel spirit toward up by tough mind disciplined since infant age.

[３]:How to Intercept Global Extinction by People.
After all,author had noticed that all the fact for nature is told by dynamic equations and all the

fact for humankind(especially political fact)had been already told by the holy scriptures.

Thereby we must do follow what those told.

Matthew 5:37
All you need to say is simply 'Yes' or 'No';

anything beyond this comes from the evil one.

APPENDIX-1:
Imminent Saving Income vs Emergent Implementation of Climate Wartime Regime.
This may be the most difficulty for anyone on the planet.Now they had recognized non denyable

fact of worsened climate due to own dairy experiences and related news by media.

Then Effective Climate Fix needs emergent 80%CO2cut and Arctic Cooling Engineering.

The problem is far big to attack !!,while looking around other people,they seem entirely apathy.

Above all,also politics and economics nation leaders claim it impossible for saving economy.

As for people in jobless,it is not climate,but imminent getting job.

Especially as for people in regional dispute,it is not climate,but imminent cease-fire.

Although there could be unique and only method that can settle all the trobules at once.

It is Global Declaration of Climate Wartime in order to make rapid transition to wartime regime.

In wartime regime,people fundamentaly must become soldier who is assured life by nation.

Note the world at now has sufficient money to vanish all the debts at once(zero sum theorem).

http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transition-without-confusions.pdf

http://www.aoiro-odawara.com/news-web/rensai/hiden.htm
http://www.777true.net/It-is-Climate-War-Declaration-which-enable-prompt-regime-transition-without-confusions.pdf


Scenario at now:

Fundamentally to hide deadly climate(economy)worsened,they would take strategy to globally

expand regional disputes by false flag wars and false flag terrors.At now you really could see

such perpetual terrors in recent years since the 9/11 in N.Y 2001.The most recent events were

Nice attack by lory and coup in Turky.The final stage would be global extinction by WWⅢ.

Scenario the necessary:

Note final stage of climate is global extinction by Arctic Methane Catastrophe due to massive

methane eruption toward fire ball earth.Coming climate without any fix is not gradual global

warming,but sudden large temperature rise due to Arctic Methane eruption(in decades).This is

far cruel than any wars.Thereby global climate war declaration is not exageration,but imminent

decisive reality.Note so long as we could intercept methane catastrophe by Arctic Cooling,there

could not be it’s too late.However even accomplishing urgent 80%CO2cut,global temperature is

to rise about 0.2~0.3℃ by 20～30years long(down period may be about 30 years long),the term

is more worsend climate(stronger hurricanes,floods,draught).This is nothing,but climate

wartime reality. Note certainly our life in climate wartimes can not help to be tough,

however it is bitter life that accelerate many good inventions to avert our difficulty in life.

Never be pesimistic,but strong optimists.The former is a cause of failure,while latter is one for

sucecess. Imagine coming global glorious victory era !!!

APPENDIX-2:Making Video of Predicting Coming Climate Hell World.
Mark Lynas(UK) is only one who wrote livelihood actuality in coming climate hell world.

What will climate change do to our planet?<Reality in coming climate hell>
http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf

However he may have known for its incompleteness, so he deleted his original pages in recent.

*By 2℃ rise would cause Arctic Methane Catastrophe,which is final stage. Nothing,3,4,5℃.

However his fundamental motive to warn global people by showing decisive realities in the hell

must be applausible and indispensable at just now,when people are confusing to make

decision.Nothing effective decision on climate is due to disability in recoginition on climate

cruelty.It is necessary to make too heavy decision that one can not help,but face inevitable risks.

It is nothing,but deadly process toward global mass extinction,as for which none ever write(but

he).His work was done only by him without help of experts.So the second version should be with

them.

Scenario at now<toward WWⅢ>:Also political analysis is necessary.

Scenario the necessary:This is the supreme task also for you.

http://www.planetextinction.com/documents/What%20will%20climate%20change%20do%20to%20our%20planet.pdf


Scenario-0<2016～2043：no substantial climate fixing and no WWⅢ>

In the beginning is reliable climate prediction with emission scenario.

IPCC neglects Arctic Methane Catastrophe,so we must add the prediction.

*IPCC at now is substantially silent suicide organization by our tax.

This becomes decisive task to build methane modeling for global temperature prediction.

*http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf

Precise regional climate prediction is necessary,but rather uncertain.

*Synthesizing regional climate by assumption of global temperature may be new problem.

Lynas employed the observed data in paleo-climatology.

Regional foods production prediction is necessary.

Regional livelihood and peoples behavior prediction by social-political phychology ?!.

Note the conclusion(global extinction by Arctic Methane)is too evident,while our emergent task is

warning toward political actions,so we should not obsess too science accuracy at this time.

-Example Video-
An Inconvenient Truth (2006) Official Trailer #1 - Al Gore Movie HD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bu6SE5TYrCM

DOOMSDAY 2020 - Arctic Methane Melting NOW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMZbvrs51cg

So far by authors survey,methane problem video by experts are rather difficult to understand by general

people.Mechanism toward catastrophe should be explained from more elementary foundations and from

citations in paleo climate facts such as Permian mass extinction..
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